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         Radiocarbon dating would not have been possible if 14C had not had the "wrong"
half-life, a fact that delayed its discovery.  Following the discovery of this 5730 year
radionuclide in laboratory experiments by Ruben and Kamen, it became clear to Willard
Libby that 14C should exist in nature, and that it could serve as a quantitative means for
dating artifacts and events marking the history of civilization.  The search for natural
radiocarbon was a metrological challenge; the level in the living biosphere [ca. 230 Bq/kg]
lay far beyond the then current state of the measurement art.  The talk will trace the
metrological history of radiocarbon, from the initial breakthrough devised by Libby, to minor
(evolutionary) and major (revolutionary) advances that brought 14C measurement from a
crude, bulk [8 g carbon] dating tool, to a refined probe for dating tiny amounts of precious
artifacts, and for "molecular dating" at the 10-100 µg level.
         The first metrological revolution resulted from a combination of a major improvement
in the 14C beta particle detection efficiency and consequent improvement in precision, and
the new science of dendrochronology which extended the radiocarbon dating calibration
curve to some 8000 years before present (BP). The fine structure of the calibration
function revealed natural and anthropogenic variations in the 14C content of living matter,
contrary to one of the basic assumptions of radiocarbon dating. This "failure" of
radiocarbon dating, however, spawned new multidisciplinary areas of environmental and
geoscience. The most notable of the anthropogenic variations was that induced by
atmospheric nuclear testing.  The "bomb pulse" of the mid-1960s gave rise to a global
atmospheric and marine tracer experiment, and its by-product was an additional, short-
term 14C "decay curve" that has allowed the dating of late 20th Century artifacts to the
nearest year or two.
        The second major advance came in 1977-78 when "atom counting" of 14C was
developed.  Sensitivity enhancement by some six orders of magnitude was the result,
where 14C atoms are measured directly by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), in
place of beta particle (decay) counting.  (Apart from differences in detection efficiency,
the relative sensitivity derives from the first order relationship between the nuclear
disintegration rate and the ratio of the 14C atom concentration to the mean life.)  The
resultant ability to date ca. 100 µg of carbon has fostered major developments in
"molecular dating" (e.g., via GC/AMS) that have had a profound impact on artifact
dating accuracy, and provided new insights into the sources, transport, and age of
individual carbonaceous species in the environment.  The talk will conclude with some
current applications of the advanced 14C metrology, such as the dating of individual
amino acids in prehistoric bones, and efforts to extract the recent history of fossil and
biomass burning from soot particles trapped in polar and mid-latitude ice cores.


